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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Big Fish Audio DVD: 60s Psychedelic Rock PYSC1-PW,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Virtual Instruments Big Fish Audio.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Big Fish Audio DVD: 60s Psychedelic Rock PYSC1-PW

        The user manual for the Big Fish Audio DVD: 60s Psychedelic Rock PYSC1-PW provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Pro Audio  -  Computer Audio  -  Virtual Instruments.
        


        Big Fish Audio's DVD: 60s Psychedelic Rock provides the ultimate in time travel back in to the glorious age of the psychedelic sixties. This is one epochal collection of revolutionized recordings and an overdose of technique all in a short trip. 60s Psychedelic Rock takes you back to this state of consciousness. Analogue signal flows and tape compressions create a precise, authentic sound and illuminate acoustic illusions, while a kaleidoscope of instruments brings all tone colors to glow in unheard colors.



The construction kits were all live recorded with the typical band setup. Therefore all samples are flexible to use in many different projects. Only authentic effects of this time were used. Phaser, Wah Wah, Distortion, Tape Echo and Spring Reverbs create the unforgettable sound carpet of most of the productions. Apart from instruments such as bass, guitars and drums this production also keeps a harmonic connection to spiritual sounds from sitar, hammond and piano.



Each kit is separated into three or four different folders. The first is the Intro/Outro folder. where you can find the matching intro/outro track for the overall kit, along with its individual parts. The next is the A-Part folder, which includes the main theme, with its sounds and phrases. The next is the B-Part folder, and it provides an alternative track and phrases which gives you more flexibility for your entire track. Lastly, the C-Part folder, which provides a second variation of the theme for even more flexible use.



The drums were seperately recorded and offer each part as single track: bass drum, snare drum top, snare drum bottom, hi-hat, ride, crash, toms and stereo overhead. Due to the overlapping of each line you can generate authentic and many different soundmixes.        
      
	        
        If you own a Big Fish Audio virtual instruments and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Big Fish Audio DVD: 60s Psychedelic Rock PYSC1-PW in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Big Fish Audio DVD: 60s Psychedelic Rock PYSC1-PW:
 	 Compatibility 	 Compatible with AU, Cubase, Digital Performer, GarageBand, Logic, Mac, Nuendo, PC, ProTools, RTAS, and VSTi 

 
     
	
        The user manual for the Big Fish Audio DVD: 60s Psychedelic Rock PYSC1-PW can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new virtual instruments, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Big Fish Audio users keep a unique electronic library
        for Big Fish Audio virtual instrumentss,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Big Fish Audio DVD: 60s Psychedelic Rock PYSC1-PW.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Big Fish Audio DVD: 60s Psychedelic Rock PYSC1-PW, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the virtual instruments.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Big Fish Audio service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Big Fish Audio DVD: 60s Psychedelic Rock PYSC1-PW. User manuals are also
        available on the Big Fish Audio website under Pro Audio  -  Computer Audio  -  Virtual Instruments.
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